Three Little pigs
1) Sonu lived in a straw house
2) Monu lived in a sticks house
3) Gonu lived in a brick house
Answer the following questions
1) How many pigs were there?
Ans: There were three little pigs.
2) What did the big wolf say to the pigs?
Ans: The big wolf said “I will huff and puff and I will blow your
house down.”
3) Was the wolf good or bad?
Ans: The wolf was bad
4) What is your house made of?
Ans: My house made up of bricks .
Meanings:
1) Pig –A kind of animals
2) Straw –Dry and long grass
3) Stick –Piece of wood
4) Huff and Puff –Blow out in air

Opposites
1) Boy xGirl
2) Happy x Sad
3)Good x Bad
4)Cry x Laugh
5) Clever x Fool
6)Little x More
7)Big xSmall
Home work
Paste the pictures of animals ,uses of animals ,shelter of animals
and young ones of animals.

Unit – 2

1)After a bath
After my Bath
I try,try ,try
To wipe myself
Till I’m dry ,dry,dry.
Hands to wipe
And fingers and toes
And two wet legs
And a shiny nose.
Just think how much
Less time I’d take
If I were a dog
And could shake, shake shake.
New words
1)Dog
2) How
3)Met
4)Try
5)Two
6)Bath
7)Wipe

8)Dry
9)Wet
10)Shiny
11)Shake

Answer the following
1)Do you have a bath ? Why?
Ans: I used to have a bath to keep myself clean.

2)Can you bath yourself?
Ans: No,Icannot . I need the help of somebody.
3)How do you dry yourself?
Ans:I use towel to dry myself.
4)Have you seen an animal drying itself?
Ans: Yes, I had seen a puppy drying itself by shaking.
Rhyming words
Try –Dry
Toes –Nose
Take –Shake

Fill in the blanks
1)I cut the nails once in a week
2)I brush my teeth twice a day
3)I comb my hair twice a day
4) I take bath daily

1) The Bubble, the Straw and the Shoe

New words
Bank,Bubble,Burst,crossRiver,Shoes,Splash,Straw,Lived,Forest,
Float,Stretch,Jumped,Laughter
Fill in the blanks
1) The straw stretched himself from one bank to the other.
2) The Shoe jumped on the straw.
3) The Bubble shook and shook with laughter and burst with a
big bang.
Answer the following
1)Name the three friends.
Ans:A Bubble, the Straw and a shoe.
2)Where did they go one day?
Ans: They went in to the forest one day.
3)What did they want to do?
Ans:They wanted to cross the river.
4)How do you make bubbles?
Ans: I will make bubbles with soap and water.
5)What do you wear on your feet?
Ans: I wear shoes and socks on my feet.

6)How would you cross a river ?
Ans: I cross the river by using a boat.

